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Online Classes Terms & Conditions

Welcome! In this document you can find the Online Classes terms and conditions applicable to
Clients and Authorized Users (“Terms”).

Who can access the Online Classes?

Online Classes can only be accessed by those natural persons designated by Slang or by a
Client according to the services that have been acquired.

How do we understand that you agree with these Terms?

If you are a Client, these Terms shall be deemed accepted by your acceptance of the Sales
Proposal sent by Slang. If you are an User, by starting any of the Online Classes due to an
authorization granted by Slang or a Client.

Definitions

“Client”: is the Person to whom Slang makes available certain authorizations for Users to
access Online Classes pursuant to a contract executed between them.

“Cohort”: It refers to a group of students who start and complete the course together. They
have the same level, schedule, and they progress through the course at the same pace.

“Online Classes”: are all types of live sessions offered by Slang and regulated in these Terms
(i.e., Public Online Classes, Slang Live Classes, Private Online Classes, and VIP Online Classes).

“Manager”: for each client, the Account Executive or Key Account Manager in charge of the
account.

“Person”: any natural person, civil or commercial partnership, autonomous estate, joint venture,
association, company, corporation, foundation or any other entity with legal personality or any
other public entity or any nation or political subdivision thereof, whether local or foreign, and
any agency, authority, regulatory body, court, central bank or any entity in the exercise of its
executive, legislative or judicial powers.

“Sales Proposal”: commercial offer sent by Slang and accepted by a Client, in which the
specific conditions of the acquired services are established.

“Slang”: Lengio Corporation and any other of its subsidiaries or controlled companies.
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"User": those natural persons designated by Slang or a Client to access Online Classes,
regarding an acquired service.

“User no Show”: when a User does not attend a class that has been scheduled, or when the
User logs in after the 15th minute of the class start time.

Some Basic Rules...

Below, some of the basic rules which you must comply with when attending Online Classes:

● Be respectful. In the same way we offer you a safe space to learn, we expect you to
treat your classmates and teacher with respect and professionalism. Please, use
appropriate language and tone, and avoid making offensive or derogatory comments.

● Protected harassment with your classmates and teacher is prohibited. This is,
harassment related to discriminatory practices based on race, religion, color, sexuality,
pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin or ethnicity, age, marital
status, veteran status, disability (mental or physical), or any additional category outlined
in local law.

● Refrain from making publications and/or acts that infringe the intellectual property rights
of third parties.

● Read, fully understand and accept Slang's Privacy Policy before providing any data.

● Refrain from using the Online Classes to post, promote or transmit illegal, abusive,
defamatory, threatening, harmful or discriminatory material or content.

● Refrain from transmitting, posting or promoting material or content that encourages any
conduct that may constitute a criminal offense or that may give rise to any liability for
Slang under applicable laws.

● Give notice to Slang of any irregularity or illegality of which you are aware, and that has
occurred or is occurring during the Online Classes.

● Only the User initially authorized by the Client or Slang may attend the class. A User
may not be replaced by another without proper authorization from Slang.

Users shall hold harmless Slang, as well as its subsidiaries, controlled and controlling
companies, officers, directors and administrators, for any claim initiated by other Users, third
parties or by any organization, for the breach of the obligations stipulated in this chapter.

Online Classes General Terms & Conditions
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● Each class will have a duration of fifty-five �55� minutes.

● Each class will start with at least one �1� User.

● If no Users show up for the class within the first fifteen �15� minutes, the class will be
considered over and the teacher will close the room.

● Attendance is shared only if requested by the Client.

● The class schedule will be that which is stipulated in agreement with Slang and will be
subject to the schedule availability offer provided by Slang.

● As a general rule, Online Classes will be delivered through Zoom, however, we know that
some Clients prefer other platforms due to their internal policies. We can use them, but
with the followings limitations: (i) clients should provide us the necessary accounts
credentials inside their workspace according to the size of the implementation, (ii) we
need to review Clients' privacy email settings to avoid rejected or duplicated invitations,
(iii) we can't have access to recordings to check attendance, and (iv) we cannot track
teacher punctuality and if all sessions started or not.

● Users agree to have classes recorded under the terms of Slang's Privacy Policy.

● Attendance reports and recommendations will be provided to the Client if requested.
Users agree that this information may be shared with the Client.

● Slang reserves the right to temporarily or permanently suspend the Service if: (i) it is
agreed with the Client, (ii) the Client fails to comply with the agreed conditions, or (iii)
an User breaches any of its obligations under these Terms.

Each of the Online Classes will have, in addition to these general terms, some specific terms
that will be listed below:

Public Online Classes

It is an open and free space, enabled for Users to practice vocabulary and learn different study
techniques and to provide human interaction and connection to the larger community at Slang.
The terms and conditions of the Public Online Classes are the following:

● The groups will have a maximum of 100 Users.
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● Users must register in advance to ensure their place in the class, through the Public Live
Guest Roster document. After that, Users will receive an email with the information of
the topics and schedule.

● These classes cannot be rescheduled by User or Client request.

● Slang may change the schedule of Public Online Classes at its discretion.

● Users agree to have classes recorded under the terms of Slang's Privacy Policy.

Slang Live Classes

It is a space for conversational practice, where Users can apply what they have learned in the
Learn App and interact in English through activities that involve real communicative situations.
This program only applies to Users if the Client has acquired this type of service.

These are virtual cohort classes with Users from different companies and countries but with
the same level of English. The levels are aligned with the results of the Slang Test and the
number of sessions will depend on the level.

The terms and conditions of the Slang Live Classes are the following:

● The groups will have a maximum of fifteen �15� Users.

● The Client must inform the schedule preference of its Users at least 2 weeks before the
session start date established with the Manager. If the Client does not inform the
schedule preference in the established terms, each User will be assigned to the
schedule that Slang provides.

● Cohorts begin every first Tuesday of the month. Cohorts cannot be started on other
dates during the month.

● Once the class schedule has been selected, it cannot be modified during the same
month.

● To change the chosen schedule, a request must be created through the mailbox
support@slangapp.com and it will be considered for application in the following month
according to availability.

● Classes cannot be rescheduled by User request unless there is a teacher no show.

● Users may not choose who other Users will be attending the Slang Live Classes or
request that they be changed.
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● Attendance reports and recommendations will be provided to the Client if requested.
The User agrees that this information may be shared with the Client.

● Videos of the classes are available upon User request for a period of seven �7� calendar
days.

● Slang may change the schedule of Online Classes at its discretion in case an
extraordinary event occurs. If so, the Manager will notify the Client directly.

● Although we value our Users' cultural traditions, accommodating every holiday from
every country is not ideal for habid formation due to constant changes in schedules.
Thus, Slang's academic calendar doesn't consider holidays observed in different
countries. During the end of year holiday season, we have a collective pause of three
weeks scheduled between the last two weeks of December and the first week of
January, providing Users with a well-deserved break. This break is included in the
services purchased considering that the Online Classes will be provided for 49 weeks.
This means that no reinstatement will be made for the break time.

Private Online Classes

These are completely private virtual group sessions for Users of the same Company. It is a
space for conversational practice, where Users can apply what they have learned in the Learn
App and interact in English through activities that involve real communicative situations.

Private Online Classes are available for all the SGE levels in the Learn App, from Beginner to
Advanced Intermediate and all Users in a group must have a similar English Level.

The terms and conditions of the Private Online Classes are the following:

● The groups will have a minimum of five �5� and maximum of fifteen �15� Users.

● The Client must inform the schedule preference to the Manager before contracting the
service in order to validate availability.

● Private Online Classes can start at any time during the month, 15 work days after the
test results are available, and as long as the list of Users and schedule preferences are
available.

● The Client may cancel or reschedule the class by informing their Key Account Manager
24 hours in advance, and the class will be rescheduled according to Slang's availability.

● Classes cannot be rescheduled by User request unless there is a teacher no show, or in
case it is mutually agreed.
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● Once the general schedule has been selected, it cannot be modified during the same
month.

● To change the schedule chosen by the Client, the request must be created through the
mailbox support@slangapp.com and it will be considered to be applied in the following
month according to availability. Please note that all Users in the group must agree to the
schedule change.

● Attendance reports and recommendations will be provided to the Client if requested.
The User agrees that this information may be shared with the Client.

● Videos of the classes are available upon User request for a period of seven �7� calendar
days.

● Slang may contact Users if absent. Users authorize Slang to make this contact in
accordance with Slang's privacy policy.

VIP Online Classes

Personalized, virtual, live sessions in which Client executives meet one-on-one with high-level
Slang teachers for an intensive English learning and improvement program.

The sessions are private, individual or in groups of maximum 3 Users depending on the
contract with the Client.

The terms and conditions of the VIP Online Classes Service are the following:

● The Client must inform the User's schedule preference before contracting the service in
order to validate availability.

● VIP Online Classes can start at any time during the month, 15 work days after the test
results are available, and as long as the list of Users and schedule preferences are
available.

● The Client may cancel or reschedule the session by informing their Slang Customer
Success Consultant 24 hours in advance, and the class will be rescheduled by mutual
agreement between the parties.

● Once the class schedule has been selected, it cannot be modified during the same
month.

● To change the schedule chosen by the Client, a request must be created through the
mailbox support@slangapp.com and it will be considered to be applied in the following
month according to availability.
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● Videos of the classes are available upon User request for a period of seven �7� calendar
days.
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